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S U M M A R Y
We employ two different methods to estimate attenuation-corrected source spectra and calcu-
late Brune stress drops of small to medium earthquakes in Switzerland and the surrounding
region. We test trade-offs between source and travel path contributions by comparing results
between a data-driven and a model-dependent method of distinguishing between the two.
Systematic differences between results from both methods can best be reconciled by assum-
ing intrinsic whole-path attenuation to be frequency dependent. A two-parameter grid search
based on a power-law Q( f ) function reveals trade-offs that prevent us from quantifying a more
exact frequency dependence. However, a comparison of the two-source parameter inversion
methods with synthetic tests provide evidence for a non-negligible frequency dependence of
Q between 1 and 30 Hz. Consideration of these implications on the attenuation model, as well
as consideration of lateral and vertical variations of velocity and quality factor reduces the
scatter of the obtained stress drop estimates. Synthetic tests confirm that both methods are
able to robustly resolve lateral variations of Brune stress drop with quantifiable uncertainty
estimates. Resulting lateral variations show reduced stress drop along the Alpine deformation
front. This pattern points to tectonic causes and may be due to variations in differential stress.

Key words: Earthquake source observations; Seismicity and tectonics; Body waves; Seismic
attenuation; Site effects.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The determination of dynamic source parameters, such as stress
drop, rupture duration or radiated seismic energy is important for
two reasons: on one hand, dynamic source properties can reveal in-
formation about the state of stress and rheological properties of
a seismogenic region. On the other hand, the systematic deter-
mination of these source properties can yield more fundamental
information about the physical process of earthquake nucleation,
as well as possible physical differences between small and large
earthquakes.

The stress drop of an earthquake can be determined from the high-
frequency fall-off of the source spectrum. The corner frequency of
an ω−2 source model (Brune 1970, 1971) is related to the stress drop
(e.g. Eshelby 1957) and can be estimated by least-squares fitting of
an ω−2 source model to travel path corrected source spectra. The
challenge of this approach is the separation of true source effects
from attenuation effects along the travel path, which can affect the
measured spectra in very similar ways. A traditional approach to this
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problem is the application of so-called empirical Green’s function
(EGF) corrections where the event to be evaluated is deconvolved
with a smaller colocated event in order to get rid of travel path
effects that both events have in common (see, e.g. Mueller 1985;
Hough 1997). However, the smaller the events, the more difficult it
becomes to find both well-recorded and sufficiently smaller events
in close vicinity that are suitable for an EGF correction.

Alternative approaches to separate source from propagation path
effects rely on the redundancy contained in multiple crossing travel
paths sampled through large event catalogues recorded by large
networks. Such approaches become especially effective for events
below magnitude 3 (Shearer et al. 2006). The challenges of such
methods are twofold: first, care has to be taken in checking the
source–receiver geometry to detect and avoid possible bias through
incomplete ray coverage. Secondly, directivity effects can have an
impact on source spectra (Haskell 1964; Kane et al. 2013), and
are difficult to separate since the rupture direction is a priori un-
known. One typically assumes that directivity effects are averaged
out by recording of a number of stations from a range of azimuths
(Shearer et al. 2006; Allmann & Shearer 2007). Ide et al. (2003)
argue for additional bias in source property determination intro-
duced by correcting for a frequency-independent attenuation, and
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they see evidence for frequency dependence of Q in deep borehole
recordings.

A frequency-dependence of Q is often found in spectral inver-
sion studies over local to regional distances (e.g. Castro et al. 1990;
Drouet et al. 2008; Oth et al. 2011; McNamara et al. 2012). Even
though they can be formulated in a non-parametric way, these meth-
ods require an a priori assumption for geometrical spreading (typ-
ically a spherical or hinged multilinear term), which may result
in significant trade-offs in more heterogeneous regions. Other au-
thors find either only little frequency dependence (e.g. Adams &
Abercrombie 1998), or a depth dependence of Q to be the dominat-
ing factor (Hough & Anderson 1988; Abercrombie 2000; Edwards
& Rietbrock 2009). Furthermore, borehole measurements typically
find depth dependence of Q dominating over frequency dependence
(e.g. Toverud & Ursin 2005; Blias 2012, and references therein).
It is, however, difficult to resolve a depth dependence of Q from
distance-dependent spectral inversion. Finally, despite many stud-
ies of source parameter inversions attempting to simultaneously
determine, or predefine, the frequency dependence of Q, it has been
repeatedly shown (e.g. Morozov et al. 2008) that such approaches
lead to incorrectly recovered values. This is supported by the very
large range of Q values or degree of frequency dependence pub-
lished in the literature.

Nevertheless, potential biases in source properties introduced by
insufficient or inadequate attenuation correction become especially
important when analysing their magnitude dependence. While sev-
eral authors reported evidence for a size dependence, or non-self-
similar scaling of earthquakes (Archuleta et al. 1982; Gibowicz et al.
1991; Kanamori et al. 1993; Mayeda & Walter 1996; Jost et al. 1998;
Prejean & Ellsworth 2001), many of these findings were later ques-
tioned as being possibly attributed to either recording bandwidth
limitations (Ide & Beroza 2001), incomplete attenuation correction
of surface data (Abercrombie 1995) or ignoring the possibility of
frequency-dependent attenuation (Ide et al. 2003). Irrespective of
potential bias and associated accuracy of earthquake scaling results,
the scatter of observed stress drop variations is generally very large
and spans several orders of magnitudes. Stress drop depends on the
cube of the corner frequency, therefore, a small uncertainty in the
determination of the corner frequency can result in a large stress
drop uncertainty.

We focus our investigation onto source spectra of small earth-
quakes recorded in Switzerland. This represents an area with a
low-to-intermediate seismicity rate that is covered by a dense high-
quality digital seismometer network, which generally fulfills the
coverage requirements for multipath separation methods that rely
on redundant recordings. In the past, source studies of earthquakes
in Switzerland and surrounding areas have been mainly limited to
the calculation of magnitudes (e.g. Braunmiller et al. 2005; Edwards
et al. 2010; Goertz-Allmann et al. 2011a) and, for the larger events,
of moment tensor solutions (e.g. Kastrup et al. 2004; Deichmann
& Ernst 2009). In this study, we systematically investigate spectral
characteristics of the source for small to moderate earthquakes in
Switzerland.

We employ two different spectral methods to isolate source spec-
tra from path and site effects to study actual source processes. The
two employed methods are closely related in the sense that they
both exploit the redundancy contained in dense network recordings
for the separation of source-, receiver- and path-dependent terms
from the measured earthquake spectra. However, while one method
separates between (relative) source, receiver and travel path terms
in an entirely data-driven way, the other method requires specific
model assumptions for the variation of attenuation and geometri-

cal spreading in order to isolate their contribution from the source
spectra. Systematic comparison of results from both methods and
verification with synthetic tests reveal the impact of the attenua-
tion model assumptions on the resulting stress drop estimates. The
combined analysis of results from both methods helps in resolving
trade-offs of the individual methods. Both methods produce similar
results when assuming a frequency-dependent attenuation model.
Despite the limited resolution in terms of overall residual misfit,
we take this as evidence that the frequency dependence of Q is
non-negligible in the investigated frequency range between 1 and
30 Hz.

Despite a reduction of scatter and quantification of uncertainties
in stress drop estimates, we show that the remaining scatter prevents
a quantitative investigation of the magnitude scaling behaviour of
the analysed catalogue at a statistically significant level. The ob-
served scatter of Brune stress drop is consistent with stochastic
geomechanical models of induced seismicity assuming just a small
random variation of the input differential stress (Goertz-Allmann &
Wiemer 2013).

We first describe the background of extracting Brune stress drop
from spectral fitting, and then describe the two spectral estima-
tion methods with the associated data processing. We then discuss
the results, their differences and the impact of different model as-
sumptions. A synthetic test verifies (i) the necessity of assuming
frequency-dependent attenuation in order to obtain consistent stress
drop results between the two methods, and (ii) the capability of
resolving lateral variations from a stress drop checkerboard test. A
two-parametric fit of a power-law Q( f ) function to the separated
traveltime terms reveals trade-offs in the inversion that prevent us
from providing reliable quantitative estimates of the frequency de-
pendence of Q. After discussing the inability to extract a reliable
magnitude scaling relation from our results, we finally discuss the
observed lateral variations in comparison to the main tectonic fea-
tures of Switzerland.

2 DATA A N D M E T H O D

Earthquakes used in this study are recorded at stations operated by
the Swiss Seismological Service and some neighbouring stations
from France, Italy, Austria and Germany between 1998 September
and 2010 March within an epicentral distance of 300 km (Fig. 1).
This catalogue contains about 5600 events between ML 0 and
ML 5.4, of which about 1400 events between Ml 0.7 and Ml 5.3
remain for spectral analysis after application of several selection
criteria. Stations of the Swiss Digital Seismograph Network
(SDSNet) are equipped for the most part with Streckeisen STS-2
seismometers with sensitivity over periods from 120 to 0.02 s. Some
stations are equipped with medium-period Lennartz LE-3D/5s
seismometers, or broadband strong motion accelerometers (e.g.
Kinemetrics Episensor). All traces are corrected for the instrument
response and transformed to measurements of ground velocity, if
applicable.

We apply two different spectral methods to estimate source
parameters of earthquakes in Switzerland. Both methods analyse
S-wave spectra and attempt to correct the spectra for path and site
effects so that spectral variations can be attributed to source pro-
cesses and near-source property variations. The first, data-driven
method is a spectral stacking approach that exploits the redun-
dancy of the captured wave paths for the separation of source, path
and receiver effects (thereafter defined as Method 1). The second,
model-dependent method (thereafter defined as Method 2) fits path
attenuation, site effects and source components of each spectrum
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Figure 1. Location of earthquakes (circles), broadband seismometers (triangles), 5 s seismometers (diamonds) and accelerometers (squares) around Switzerland
used in this study. The size of the circles scale with earthquake magnitude.

Figure 2. Moment magnitude Mw estimates from Edwards et al. (2010)
of selected events versus relative moments. The dashed line shows a 2/3
relation and the solid line the best orthogonal fit with a slope of 0.75.

simultaneously while making specific model assumptions about the
form of attenuation and geometrical spreading.

Common to both methods is the description (Model 2) or inter-
pretation (Model 1) of the spectral shape of the velocity spectrum

by means of the Brune (1970, 1971) ω−2 model,

u ( f ) = �0

1 + ( f/ fc)2
, (1)

where �0 is the long-period amplitude and fc the corner frequency.
Assuming a circular fault, the stress drop �σ can then be deter-
mined, using the seismic moment M0 and the source radius r, as
(Eshelby 1957)

�σ = 7

16

(
M0

r 3

)
. (2)

The source dimension can be related to the corner frequency fc as

fc = kβ

r
, → �σ = 7

16
M0

(
fc

kβ

)3

. (3)

The near-source shear wave velocity β is assumed to be variable with
values taken from a local 3-D P-wave velocity model of Switzerland
(Husen et al. 2003) and converted to S-wave velocity using a local
vp/vs ratio of 1.73 (Diehl et al. 2005). In the following, we use
k = 0.37 to estimate �σ from the S-wave spectrum. The value of
k = 0.37 for the Brune model is considerably higher than the value
of k for the Madariaga (1976, 1977) model (k = 0.21), and implies a
stress drop 5.47 times lower for the Brune model than Madariaga’s.
The latter factor is important to keep in mind when attempting to
compare results from this paper with other studies (e.g. Allmann &
Shearer 2009).

While some of the data processing steps are different between
the two methods, both methods analyse the same 1400 events.
Processing differences between the two methods entail the defini-
tion of signal-to-noise selection criteria, and the windowing of data
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Figure 3. (a) Stacked relative source spectra in 0.2 moment magnitude Mw bins. (b) ECS-corrected source spectral stacks (solid black) compared to the
best-fitting constant parameter source model with a stress drop of �σ = 1.95 MPa for Mw bins between 1.7 and 3.3. The bold grey line shows the ECS. The
grey-shaded area is outside the fitting range. Inset shows rms misfit versus log stress drop for estimating the best-fitting ECS. The vertical-dashed line marks
the best-fitting stress drop (1.95 MPa) and the dotted lines the uncertainty estimates (1.56 and 2.42 MPa).

before spectral estimation, resulting in a slightly different effective
bandwidth between the analysis methods. Both methods employ the
same spectral fitting strategy based on a L2 norm applied on spectra
resampled in the log domain. The main methodical difference is the
assumption of the form of an attenuation and geometrical spreading
model for the travel path correction of Method 2, while Method 1
removes any path effects by stacking without the need to make
specific assumptions about the travel path term. The advantage of
Method 1 comes at the expense of obtaining only relative source
term variations that need to be converted to absolute spectral shapes
by means of an empirical correction. In the following, we separately
describe the differences between individual processing steps of the
two methods.

2.1 Method 1: Spectral stacking method

Since Method 1 relies on the analysis of fixed-length time windows
resulting in equal sampling in the frequency domain, all traces with
a different sampling rate are first resampled to 120 Hz after applying
an anti-aliasing filter. Then, each time-series is windowed over 1024
sample points starting 0.2 s before the S-wave pick. Manual picks
are preferred if available otherwise automatic picks are used (Diehl
et al. 2009). If no S-wave pick is available, we compute the pick
from the P-wave pick using a constant 1.73 vp/vs scaling factor. Ve-
locity spectra are computed using the multitaper spectral estimation
library of Prieto et al. (2009). We require a minimum signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of at least 3 in each frequency bin between 1 and

20 Hz. The SNR is estimated using a moving window average over
two neighbouring frequency sample points. The noise window is
selected before the P wave arrival. We also require each event to
be recorded by at least six different traces including both, N and
E components, in order to average out directivity effects between
different azimuths.

In the log domain, the velocity spectrum can be described by a
linear combination of the source, the attenuation along the travel
path and site effects at the receiver, including the instrument re-
sponse. To study the earthquake source we can separate the source
term from other terms by means of an iterative least-squares stack-
ing approach where we exploit the redundancy contained in the
data. The traveltime term is discretized in 1 s bins. For further de-
tails about the spectral stacking approach, the reader is referred
to Shearer et al. (2006) and Allmann & Shearer (2007). Note that
with this method we isolate relative variations of the source spectra
between all events and we have to apply an empirical correction
with the assumption of a specific source model afterwards to obtain
absolute source spectra.

The seismic moment M0 is proportional to the long-period spec-
tral amplitude �0 of the source spectrum. We estimate the relative
seismic moment from the average spectral amplitude between 1.2
and 1.6 Hz of each relative source spectrum. We cannot estimate �0

at lower frequencies since the SNR deteriorates rapidly below about
1 Hz, especially for the smaller magnitude events. The calibration
to absolute Mw can be performed with a small percentage of the
data set for which indepentently obtained absolute Mw estimates are
available. We use Mw obtained by Edwards et al. (2010) to calibrate
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Figure 4. Percentage error of corner frequencies for (a) Method 1, and
(b) Method 2. The dashed vertical line in (a) marks the upper fitting limit.

our relative Mw estimates (proportional to 2/3 �0) to absolute Mw

(Fig. 2). The rms difference of 2.5 between the two is used as a
constant shift to scale the relative Mw to absolute values. Note that
we observe a slight deviation from an expected 2/3 slope between
�0 and absolute Mw in Fig. 2. However, this observed difference
does not bias the obtained stress drop estimates.

We label Method 1 ‘data-driven’ specifically in respect to its abil-
ity of separating relative source, travel path and site terms without a
specific model assumption. However, it still relies on a ω−2 source
model assumption to obtain interpretable absolute source terms. The
assumption of a ω−2 model for interpretation of the derived source
spectra is a feature it shares with Method 2. In order to correct the
relative source spectra to absolute spectral shapes, we use an empir-
ical correction spectrum (ECS). First, all isolated source spectra are
stacked into 0.2 units of Mw. Secondly, we simultaneously fit an ω−2

model (Brune 1970) with constant stress drop across magnitudes
to the spectral stacks. We only use magnitude bins with a sufficient

Figure 5. Comparison of corner frequencies between Method 1 and Method
2 if (a) a frequency-independent attenuation model is used in Method 2 and
(b) a frequency-dependent attenuation model is used in Method 2. The
grey-dashed line shows a 1:1 relation.

number of events in them for the fitting, in this case Mw = 1.7–3.3
(see Fig. 3). The average difference between the best-fitting model
and the observed spectral stacks at each frequency sample results
in the ECS (bold grey line in Fig. 3b). The ω−2 gives a good overall
fit to our data: a grid-search test with a variable fall-off rate ω−n

revealed that n = 2 gives overall the smallest misfit to the data.
The best-fitting ECS stress drop for our set of parameters is

1.95 MPa (Fig. 3b) with a variance between 1.56 and 2.42 MPa
(inset Fig. 3b). We estimate the uncertainty of the ECS stress drop
from the rms misfit function following the approach of Viegas et al.
(2010). First, we normalize the rms misfit function by the obtained
minimum, and secondly, we determine the stress drop limits from a
5 per cent increase of the rms. The ECS is used in a subsequent step
to correct the individual relative source spectra to absolute spectral
shapes. The absolute value of the ECS stress drop determines the
mean stress drop of all individual events. Therefore, any variability
of the ECS stress drop has a direct effect on the absolute stress
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Figure 6. Example normalized receiver spectra of selected stations corrected for κ obtained using Method 1 (thin black) compared to site effect estimates
using Method 2 (bold grey). The number of traces stacked per station (Method 1) is marked. Note the good match between the two studies.

Figure 7. Four example signal (black solid) and noise (black-dashed) displacement spectra for magnitude ML = 1–4. The red line shows the theoretical fit
(source model + attenuation model + receiver model) to the displacement spectra using a frequency-dependent attenuation model and the green line shows
the fit using a constant Q model. The vertical-dashed lines mark the fitting boundaries of 1–20 Hz for Method 1.

drops determined with this method. To investigate the variability
and uncertainty of the ECS stress drop due to the event selection,
we apply a bootstrap resampling method. We create 100 resamples
of the original data distribution (N events) by randomly choos-
ing N events with repetition. From each resample we can estimate
an ECS stress drop. The median ECS stress drop is 2.51 ± 1.26
MPa. This mean ECS stress drop is also robust with respect to
other processing parameters. If we apply the bootstrap method to
0.3 N events of the original data distribution, the median ECS stress
drop is 2.57 ± 3.8 MPa. This shows that the mean ECS stress drop
does not depend strongly on the overall number of events used
for the processing. However, the standard deviation of the mean
ECS stress drop increases significantly by reducing the number of
events. Therefore, the method may not be stable if too few events
are available or if the data are too limited by selection criteria. Note

that the bootstrapping only shows the uncertainty of the ECS stress
drop that is introduced by random event selection. Other processing
parameters, such as the magnitude fitting range can also have an
effect on the ECS stress drop. For the Swiss data, the ECS stress
drop becomes very unstable if the larger magnitude bins (Mw ≥ 3.3)
are included in the processing. This can be explained by a smaller
number of events in these magnitude bins. The ECS stress drop
is, therefore, only computed for magnitude bins between Mw 1.7
and 3.3.

After correcting each source spectrum with the computed ECS,
we can estimate corner frequencies fc and stress drops of individual
events using eqs (1) and (3). The best-fitting fc is found by a least-
squares fit between the corrected source spectra and the theoretical
model after resampling the data regularly in the log domain. Note
that relative spectral variations between individual events do not
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Figure 8. Two-parametric fit of a frequency-dependent Q to the isolated
traveltime terms of Method 1. Traveltime terms in (a) are binned in 1 s
intervals from 3.5 to 48.5 s. We clearly observe a deviation from a linear
decay pointing to a frequency dependence. (b) Normalized misfit function of
two-parametric grid search. The best-fitting attenuation function is indicated
by the white cross together with the 5 and 10 per cent error contours. Inset
in (a) shows a section along the dashed line in (b). Misfit minima (area
within the 10 per cent error contour) describe a trade-off between Q0 and
the fall-off rate.

depend on the ECS calibration. Again we estimate the uncertainty
of each corner frequency estimate (�fc) from the rms misfit function
following the approach of Viegas et al. (2010). In some cases, the
rms misfit function does not have a well-defined minimum leaving
the corner frequency unconstrained at one or both limits. For these
cases, we set the corner frequency limits to the fitting limits of 0.1
and/or 100 Hz. The percentage error (�fc/fc) of the corner frequency
is shown in Fig. 4(a). Most events have an error smaller than 50 per
cent. The errors rapidly increase for fc estimates outside the upper
fitting range (20 Hz).

2.2 Method 2: Simultaneous fitting method

Data processing for the simultaneous fitting method follows
Edwards et al. (2008) and Edwards & Rietbrock (2009). In brief, the
multitaper fast Fourier transform algorithms of Park et al. (1987)
and Lees & Park (1995) are applied to an analysis window whose
position and duration is based on the S-wave arrival and the arias
intensity of the recorded time-series. The aim is to encapsulate the
main duration of shaking defined by 5–95 per cent of the energy
from the earthquake. The resulting frequency spectra have differing
minimum, maximum and delta frequency, depending on the length
of the time window used. However, the minimum frequency avail-
able to the subsequent inversion is typically between 0.1 and 1 Hz,
with the maximum ranging from 10 to 30 Hz. Noise estimates are
taken from the recording before the P phase arrival and are carefully
compared with the signal in the frequency domain in order to retain
only the highest quality data: a SNR of at least 3 over a bandwidth
of at least one order of magnitude in length is required to retain the
data. As with Method 1, for very close recordings the noise due to
the P coda may not be fully accounted for. However, in order to
minimize the risk of underestimating the noise level, we adopt the
conservative approach of Edwards et al. (2010): increasing the noise
spectrum until intersection with the signal spectrum at the highest
(e.g. 50 Hz) and lowest (e.g. 0.01 Hz) frequencies of the spectrum,
before measuring the SNR. All data are converted to velocity spectra
if applicable and the instrument response is removed.

Following the selection and processing of data, the absolute val-
ues of Mw for events with more than five recordings are extracted
using a two-stage regression that deconvolves the source, path and
site effects as detailed in Edwards et al. (2008). The earthquake
source is based on the Brune (1970, 1971) model, with geometrical
attenuation described by a model with segmented exponential decay
taken from Edwards et al. (2011), which accounts for post-critical
reflections from the Moho and major phase transitions. In Edwards
et al. (2010), it was shown that the Mw computed using the spectral
fitting method are consistent with the Mw computed using a mo-
ment tensor solution based on broad-band waveform fitting of local
Swiss earthquakes of Mw = 2.8–5.0, with a negligible offset and
standard deviation of less than 0.1.

Mw computed using Method 2 depends on a good azimuthal
coverage of recordings. This is quantified by including only events
where the circular standard deviation of azimuths is greater than
30◦. For smaller events, the relatively large interstation spacing
results in few recordings passing the quality control procedure.
Consequently, there also exists a minimum magnitude for which
the method is stable. This is highly dependent on the location of the
earthquake and the level of background noise. However, solutions
for earthquakes with ML < 1.0 are rarely available after quality
control and signal processing procedures.
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Figure 9. Stress drop versus moment magnitude Mw for (a) Method 1 (black circles mark events with a percentage error higher than 50 per cent and are
excluded in further analysis), (b) Method 2 using a constant Q model and (c) Method 2 using a depth-dependent Q model and corrected for depth-dependent
shear wave velocity. Grey vertical bars indicate the uncertainty of stress drop estimates. The median stress drop and standard error are shown by the squares.
The dashed lines show constant corner frequency for 1, 20 and 100 Hz. The grey-shaded areas show possible ranges for magnitude scaling between M0 and
M1/4.

Several possibilities exist to consider attenuation in the simul-
taneous fitting method. The quality factor Q can be a laterally
and vertically constant frequency-independent bulk factor, a depth-
dependent factor or a frequency-dependent function with two pa-
rameters, the intercept Q and the slope of a power-law decay with
frequency.

Near-receiver terms can contain contributions from site effects at
the stations and near-receiver attenuation effects. The near-receiver
attenuation can be described by an independent attenuation param-
eter κ (e.g. Anderson & Hough 1984). In fact, κ simply defines the
t∗ parameter in the near-surface as

κ = RS

QSβS
, (4)

where RS indicates the path distance, QS the attenuation and βS the
shear wave velocity in the near surface. κ can be estimated from
the slope of a straight line in a log-linear plot of spectral amplitude
A corrected for crustal attenuation effects versus frequency f since
A(ω) ∝ e−ωκ/2 and, therefore, log10(A) ∝ − 1.364 fκ with ω = 2 π f.
Method 2 simultaneously fits for near-receiver κ as well as Q along
the travel path, representing the attenuation away from the near
surface. The corner frequency error estimates are overall higher for
Method 2 except for at the boundary of the frequency bandwidth
(Fig. 4).

We show in the following the impact of these different atten-
uation models on the resulting stress drop values, and the model
requirements that are needed to match inverted stress drop re-
sults from this method with results obtained by the data-driven
Method 1.

3 D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N B O T H
M E T H O D S A N D C O N S T R A I N T S O N
AT T E N UAT I O N M O D E L

Since both methods use the same data, they should ultimately lead
to similar results if the underlying assumptions were consistent
with the data. The fact that they do not is an indication that either
the underlying physical assumptions need to be adapted or one
or both methods are subject to unresolvable trade-offs. If trade-
offs are resolved differently by a data-driven versus a more model-

constrained method, we can exploit this behaviour to constrain some
of the potentially ambiguous parameters. Finding the root cause for
the apparent differences between the results from both methods is
described in the following.

The first observation is that both methods lead to robustly con-
sistent results regarding a number of aspects (e.g. relative lateral
variations, relative separation of site terms), except one thing: de-
pending on the assumptions for the attenuation model in Method 2,
the mean of the absolute corner frequency values is significantly
different between both methods. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
shows a cross-plot of inverted corner frequency values between both
methods. If we assume a frequency-independent Q in Method 2, the
inverted corner frequencies are different by a mean factor of more
than two (Fig. 5a). Note that due to the cubic dependence between
corner frequency and stress drop (see eq. 3), this corner frequency
difference would translate into a stress drop difference of almost
one order of magnitude. This mean difference does not change sig-
nificantly if we assume a depth-dependent Q or any other variation
of the attenuation dependency short of a frequency dependence.
Likewise, the observed bulk difference cannot be explained by the
differences in processing described above. That the underlying at-
tenuation model manifests itself as a bulk shift, and not in, say, a
different magnitude scaling of stress drop is at first rather puzzling.
In particular, since we know that the price for model independence
of Method 1 is the fact that we can only obtain relative, not absolute,
source, path and receiver terms. Therefore, before focusing on the
attenuation model assumptions, we conducted extensive testing to
rule out any processing effects, covering the following aspects:

(1) Changing the parameters for the ECS correction applied in
Method 1 influences the absolute values somewhat, but cannot ac-
count for the observed factor of two differences between the two
methods. Forcing the ECS stress drop of Method 1 to the median
stress drop of Method 2 results in overall larger misfits, and unstable
results.

(2) Differences in the signal-to-noise selection strategy results in
minor differences between the catalogue analysed by both methods.
These differences do not exceed 5 per cent of the overall num-
ber of events and are easily captured by the uncertainty estimates
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Figure 10. Stress drop versus moment magnitude Mw (left columns) and stress drop versus event depth (right columns) for (a) synthetic input data, (b) inverted
data of synthetics using Method 1 (median stress drop and standard error are shown by the squares with error bars) and (c) inverted data of synthetics using
Method 2 for a frequency-dependent Q inversion (grey circles) and a frequency-independent Q inversion (black squares). The dashed lines show constant
corner frequency for 1, 20 and 100 Hz.

from bootstrap resampling, and, therefore, cannot account for the
observed bulk shift.

(3) Different windowing strategies (fixed window length in
Method 1, variable window length in Method 2) result in a dif-
ferent effective bandwidth between the two methods. The effective
bandwidth has an influence on the estimated errors, as is shown in
Fig. 4. Errors strongly increase towards the perimeter of the fre-
quency band considered in the signal-to-noise estimation. Leaving
out all data points that exceed 50 per cent error do not change the

result significantly and cannot account for the observed bulk shift
in corner frequency values.

(4) Investigation of near-receiver terms reveals a remarkably con-
sistent and stable result between both methods. While not directly
considering κ , Method 1 can estimate κ by detrending the sta-
tion terms and fitting κ according to eq. (4). Fig. 6 compares de-
trended station terms of Method 1 with station terms of Method 2
for some example stations. Detrended spectra from Method 1
have also been shifted vertically as they are determined in a
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Figure 11. Inverted output corner frequency of synthetic data versus synthetic input corner frequency (left columns) and inverted magnitude of synthetic data
versus synthetic input magnitude (right columns) for (a) using Method 1, (b) using Method 2 with a frequency-independent Q model and (c) using Method 2
with a frequency-dependent Q model. The dashed lines show a 1:1 relation. The mean scaling factor is indicated.

relative sense up to an arbitrary constant. Despite high scatter
(expected due to strong trade-offs with site effects), the κ val-
ues obtained through both methods are consistent with each other
and again cannot account for the observed bulk shift in stress
drop.

After ruling out the above possibilities as cause for the different
average stress drops, we continued by investigating the underlying
physical model assumptions. Using a parametric inversion, such as
Method 2, allows us to test specific model assumptions for their
ability to lead to results that are consistent between both methods.
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Figure 12. Histogram of log stress drop difference between synthetic input and inverted output of synthetic data using (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2 with a
frequency-independent Q model and (c) Method 2 with a frequency-dependent Q model. The mean value is indicated.

We tested several different attenuation models, including average,
depth-dependent and frequency-dependent Q. In the end, only the
assumption of a power-law frequency-dependent whole-path atten-
uation is able to significantly reduce the mean shift between results
of both methods (Fig. 5b). Based on the results of Edwards et al.
(2011), Method 2 assumes a fixed power-law dependence of

Q( f ) = Q0 f 0.3 , (5)

where the intercept factor Q0 is determined from the data, resulting
in a value of 467. Fig. 7 shows four example spectra between Ml 1
and 4, together with the respective noise spectra estimated before
the P-wave arrival. The source model fit for constant or frequency-
dependent attenuation is shown by the green and red lines, respec-
tively. Source, receiver and path terms modelled from the inverted
parameters have been stacked for comparison with single-station
spectra. It is difficult to distinguish between the different attenuation
models in this domain, which underscores that only the combina-
tion of both methods can resolve some of the spectral trade-offs.
Assuming a higher fall-off rate would further reduce the difference
in corner frequencies between the methods. However, as corner
frequencies, site-term kappa and moment magnitudes are all fitted
simultaneously, one has to be careful not to overparametrize the
inversion. Therefore, no inversion for the attenuation fall-off rate
was attempted.

Since no a priori assumptions need to be made for the sepa-
ration of propagation path terms by spectral stacking (Method 1),
we can use it basically as a benchmark. We test to what extent
a frequency-dependent Q is consistent with the isolated traveltime
terms of Method 1. For this purpose, we apply a two-parametric grid
search over Q0 and the exponential decay of the frequency (see eq.
5) to the traveltime terms of Method 1 between 1 and 30 Hz (Fig. 8).
The reader is referred to Shearer et al. (2006) for a description of
the process that yields propagation path terms for each traveltime
bin. We note a deviation of the traveltime terms in Fig. 8(a) from
a straight line, providing evidence for a frequency-dependent Q.
It should be noted that the traveltime terms have been extracted
completely model independent. No source model assumption can,
therefore, influence them or the resulting attenuation model. The
best-fitting attenuation function shown in Fig. 8(b) is consistent with
the frequency-dependent model assumption of Method 2, which re-
sults in a better fit between the two methods (Fig. 5b). However,
the misfit function from the two-parametric grid search (Fig. 8b)
also reveals a trade-off between the intercept Q0 and the fall-off rate
that is not clearly resolvable. Tests with varying frequency band-
widths revealed that the trade-off is the stronger, the narrower the

bandwidth over which the traveltime terms are evaluated. The de-
crease of the SNR below 1 Hz and above 30 Hz prevents us from
opening up the bandwidth further with this data. It has to be noted
that the traveltime terms of Method 1 are not fully incompatible
with a higher, frequency-independent constant Q, which would lead
to similar misfits. We base this statement on the observation that the
misfits for a constant Q would be still within the region of 10 per
cent deviation from the global minimum (following Viegas et al.
2010, see white contours in Fig. 8b). However, in combination with
the observation that matching corner frequencies between the two
method can only be achieved if Q is assumed to be frequency de-
pendent, we conclude that the data suggest a frequency dependence
of Q between 1 and 30 Hz in Switzerland.

4 M A G N I T U D E S C A L I N G A N D
S E L F - S I M I L A R I T Y

When investigating earthquake stress drop over a wide range of
magnitudes, self-similarity of earthquake scaling is always a corol-
lary question. Self-similar earthquake scaling implies that stress
drop observations are independent of magnitude. While a range
of observations over the last decades imply that this may be the
case (Abercrombie 1995; Allmann & Shearer 2009, and references
therein), there are other observations, (e.g. Mayeda & Walter 1996)
that suggest that a M1/4 or similar scaling might also be possi-
ble. Indeed, Edwards & Fäh (2013) found that in order to match
macroseismic intensities observed for historical Swiss events with
M > 4.5, a stress drop of 6–8 MPa was required, which is higher
than the values obtained in this study for smaller events. Often
the large scatter of stress drop observations coupled with the finite
frequency bandwidth of available data does not allow to distin-
guish between these two models in a reliable manner over a wide
enough magnitude range. Since both methods used in our study use
different window lengths (fixed for Method 1 versus variable for
Method 2), we can at least investigate a possible influence of the
effective frequency bandwidth on the magnitude scaling. In partic-
ular, if the method with the narrower effective bandwidth (in this
case Method 1 using a fixed window length) would show hints of
magnitude scaling compared to the wider bandwidth Method 2, it
could be an indication that the investigation bandwidth causes a
bias in the magnitude scaling. As a matter of fact, this behaviour
is not observed. For both methods, we can not statistically jus-
tify a dependence of stress drop with magnitude over the analysed
range (1.5 < Mw < 5, Fig. 9) amidst the large scatter. However, a
trend of increasing stress drop would coincide with the results of
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Figure 13. Two-parametric fit of a frequency-dependent Q to the isolated
traveltime terms of the synthetic data using Method 1. Traveltime terms
in (a) are binned in 1 s intervals from 2.5 to 30.5 s. (b) Normalized misfit
function of two-parametric grid search. The best-fitting attenuation function
is indicated by the white cross together with the 5 and 10 per cent error
contours.

Edwards & Fäh (2013) for high-magnitude Swiss earthquakes. We
have indicated the effective frequency bandwidth for both methods
by the dashed lines in Fig. 9. Method 1 is fitting corner frequencies
between 1 and 20 Hz, corresponding to the frequency range over

Figure 14. Depth-corrected lateral stress drop variations for (a) synthetic
input data, (b) inverted data of synthetics using Method 1 and (c) inverted
data of synthetics using a frequency-dependent model in Method 2. Colour
denotes log stress drop interpolated in between individual events. Stress
drop in checkerboard fashion is well recovered by the inversion.

which the SNR selection criterion is applied. The variable window
lengths of Method 2 yield an effective bandwidth of 0.1 to 30 Hz.
Note that we are able to resolve corner frequencies beyond the fitting
range. However, the uncertainties of the least-squares fit increase
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Figure 15. Stress drop versus focal depth for (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2 using a constant Q model and (c) Method 2 using a depth-dependent Q model and
corrected for depth-dependent shear wave velocity. Grey vertical bars indicate the uncertainty of stress drop estimates. The median stress drop and standard
error from bootstrap resampling are shown by the squares. Note that all focal depth have been shifted by 3 km to avoid negative depth values for processing
purposes.

and most events have a percentage error in fc larger than 50 per
cent (Fig. 4). For Method 1, we have indicated all stress drop results
with a corner frequency error above 50 per cent in black. While
these dots should not be visually interpreted, we have to keep the
corresponding values for a regression of possible scaling. Shaded
areas in Fig. 9 show possible ranges for magnitude scaling between
M0 (no scaling) and M1/4 (Mayeda & Walter 1996).

It should be noted that the application of a SNR selection criterion
as is used by both methods preferentially excludes events at particu-
larly low stress drops as the bulk of the energy for such events would
fall into the high-noise ocean microseism band below 1 Hz. Like-
wise, anthropogenic noise increases upwards of 10 Hz, therefore,
low-magnitude events with high stress drops (upper left quadrant
of Fig. 9) may be overproportionally excluded from the selection.
Therefore, the SNR selection criterion may in effect introduce a
bias suggesting a magnitude scaling of stress drops.

While we cannot exclude the possibility of a magnitude stress
drop scaling relation, such as proposed by Mayeda & Walter (1996),
we find that we cannot pinpoint one or the other with any statistical
significance. Our data do not provide sufficient evidence and the
possible causes of bias are too large.

5 S Y N T H E T I C T E S T

We create synthetic data in the frequency domain to test the two
different methods of deconvolution. This test serves to verify our
conclusion that the bulk difference in inverted corner frequencies
between the two methods is a manifestation of unconsidered fre-
quency dependence of attenuation in the study region. We carefully
construct a synthetic data set that includes a depth-dependent shear
wave velocity and frequency-dependent Q structure. It also allows
for the influence of post-critical reflections from the Moho and the
transition from spherical to cylindrical spreading regime in addition
to site-specific amplification and attenuation effects.

Furthermore, a built-in checkerboard test will reveal to what ex-
tent and under what circumstances both methods are able to resolve
lateral source parameter variations that may be interpretable in a
tectonic context. We use the same source–receiver configuration
found in the real data for our synthetic test in order to mimic a pos-
sible footprint of the geometry. For the synthetic catalogue we make
a purely arbitrary assumption that ML = Mw, as ML is the magni-

tude that is directly measured and available for all earthquakes in
the Swiss catalogue and we want to closely imitate the statistical
distribution present in the real data set. One of the factors limit-
ing the deconvolution of spectral data is the noise present on the
recording. In order to correctly account for this limitation, noise is
added to the spectra by adding the original noise recorded on the
sensor immediately prior the specific event. The noise at low and
high frequencies are altered to intersect the model spectra at very
low (e.g. 0.05 Hz) and high frequencies (e.g. 50 Hz). Further, noise
is added in terms of zero-mean Gaussian-distributed random white
noise to imitate the variability of source radiation effects. The stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian noise is empirically derived from
the analysis of the average deviation from the model over numerous
recordings at a particular sensor location. Our synthetic input stress
drop is structured as follows:

(1) A checkerboard distribution of two values, 1 and 5 MPa, vary-
ing in one degree longitude and half a degree latitude steps.

(2) We impose a depth dependence of the form D[km]/15 and a
1-D velocity model on top of the checkerboard distribution.

(3) We convolve the corresponding ω−2 spectra with a frequency-
dependent attenuation function of the form Q( f ) = 300f 0.3.

(4) There is no magnitude dependence in the input stress drop
values.

(5) All spectra are convolved with the real data receiver terms and
constant κ of the form κ = 0.04f (0.3 − 1), such that the whole-path
attenuation is frequency dependent.

(6) Geometrical spreading is modelled using a three-part decay
function (1/r )λi . The regime change distances are R1 = 70 km and
R2 = 100 km. Up to 70 km the decay exponent is λ1 = 1.0, between
70 and 100 km, it is λ2 = 0.0 and over 100 km, it is λ3 = 0.5. This
model accounts for the emergence of the SMS reflection between 70
and 100 km, and the Sn refraction beyond 100 km in Switzwerland
(see, e.g. Deichmann et al. 1986; Gajewski & Prodehl 1987).

We process the synthetic data with both methods in the same
fashion than the real data using the same processing parameters.
We then compare the output of both methods with the synthetic
input to obtain an understanding of possible bias and trade-off,
as well as to get an estimate of the uncertainties inherent to both
methods.
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Figure 16. Lateral variations of stress drop for (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2
using a constant Q model and (c) Method 2 using a depth-dependent Q
model. The main Alpine faults are shown by the bold-dashed lines (J.F., Jura
front; H.F., Helvetic front; P.F., Penninic front).

Fig. 10 shows that the synthetic input is generally well resolved
using both processing methods. However, as with the real data, en-
forcing a frequency-independent Q model in Method 2 again under-
estimates stress drops, whereas the frequency-dependent modelin
Method 2 as well as Method 1 are able to correctly determine the
input values without bias. A more quantitative comparison of the
inversion results for the different methods is shown in Fig. 11. We
can resolve input corner frequencies using Method 1 and Method 2

with a frequency-dependent Q model (Figs 11a and c) but we under-
estimate fc using the frequency-independent Q model in Method 2
(Fig. 11b). A comparison of inverted magnitude and synthetic input
magnitude also reveals an interesting dependence on the processing
method (right columns in Fig. 11). As expected, Method 1 under-
estimates Mw at the larger magnitudes (Mw > 3.5) due to the fixed
window length and consequent minimum frequency used in the pro-
cessing (saturation). This bias in magnitudes can cause a slight un-
derestimation of stress drops despite unbiased corner frequency es-
timates (Fig. 12). On the other hand, using a frequency-independent
Q model in Method 2 introduces a systematic overestimation of
magnitude spanning the entire magnitude range (right column in
Fig. 11b). Comparing this synthetic result with the magnitude scal-
ing of the real data for both methods (Fig. 2), we can infer that
the cause for the slightly different scaling between �0 of Method 1
and Mw estimated by Edwards et al. (2010) can be explained by a
frequency-independent Q model used for their moment magnitude
estimation. This observation may affect scaling between ML and
Mw (see, e.g. Goertz-Allmann et al. 2011a). However, the slight
difference in the observed scaling of Fig. 2 is not critical for the
purpose of this study. It does not have an impact on stress drop
estimates of Method 1 since we only apply a constant shift to the
relative magnitude estimates of Method 1, but we do not modify the
observed difference in the slope.

Finally, using a frequency-dependent Q model in Method 2 inverts
the input magnitudes almost exactly (right side of Fig. 11c). The
results from this synthetic inversion are consistent with the real
data observations and provide additional evidence that a frequency-
dependent Q model may better describe our data.

A two-parametric grid search to the traveltime terms of Method 1
between 1 and 20 Hz (Fig. 13) is performed in the same manner
as for the real data. Again this reveals a trade-off between the
intercept Q0 and the fall-off rate, which is shown by the 5 and 10 per
cent error contours. However, the synthetic input attenuation model
is well resolved and for the synthetic data inversion a frequency-
independent model could be rejected within the error bounds, as
opposed to the real data (Fig. 8).

Both methods are able to resolve lateral source parameter vari-
ations in a checkerboard fashion. We note, however, that the data
need to be corrected for its depth dependence before the resolution
of the checkerboards can be investigated. This is necessary because
of strong lateral variation in maximum hypocentral depth across
Switzerland, and has to be kept in mind when attempting to inter-
pret lateral variations of the real data. Fig. 14 shows a comparison
between depth-corrected synthetic input stress drop and inverted
output stress drop using both methods. No spatial bias is observed
that could be attributed to the given source–receiver geometry. The
lateral resolution of the checkerboards is sufficiently good over the
entire region of investigation.

6 L AT E R A L S T R E S S D RO P VA R I AT I O N S

Returning to the real data, we investigate the lateral variation in
stress drop. Before this, however, we need to investigate a possible
depth dependence of stress drop as it may affect our ability to resolve
lateral variations. We know that the focal depths of earthquakes in
Switzerland are not evenly distributed. The maximum hypocentral
depth exhibits strong lateral variations with deeper events in the
North and shallower events in the South beneath the Alps (e.g.
Deichmann 1992; Deichmann et al. 2000). For this reason, any
depth dependency of stress drops may bias any lateral variations,
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Figure 17. World Stress Map for Switzerland (from www.world-stress-map.org) compared to lateral stress drop variation using Method 1. The main Alpine
faults are shown by the bold-dashed lines (J.F., Jura front; H.F., Helvetic front; P.F., Penninic front).

and we need to first correct for a depth dependence before being
able to investigate lateral variations.

Previously, an apparent depth dependence of stress drop of the
Parkfield seismicity could be explained with an increase of shear
wave velocity in the shallow crust (Allmann & Shearer 2007), where
a 1-D shear wave velocity model was used in eq. (3) rather than a
constant β. Since stress drop varies as a power of three with β, the
assumption of a constant β likely biases stress drop estimates in the
crust. On the other hand, β of eq. (3) also scales with the rupture
velocity, and, therefore, a varying shear wave velocity implies that
we assume the rupture velocity to vary with depth.

Stress drops obtained from Method 1 show a strong depth de-
pendence over more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 15a) despite
being scaled with a local shear wave velocity from 3-D tomographic
models (Husen et al. 2003; Diehl et al. 2005). Deeper events be-
low 20 km show a higher mean stress drop with reduced scatter.
Focal depth variations of source parameters in Switzerland have
been found previously by Spada et al. (2013). They find a linear
decrease of b-value with depth between about 0 and 20 km in the
Alpine foreland and link this to an increase in differential stress
with depth. The increase in differential stress may also explain our
observed increase in stress drop with depth (Goertz-Allmann &
Wiemer 2013). Using a frequency-dependent, but depth-invariant
Q( f ) function in Method 2 shows a similar depth dependence of
stress drop (Fig. 15b). However, when assuming Q to depend both
on depth and frequency, Q(f, z) in Method 2 (Fig. 15c), we observe
that the depth dependence of stress drop disappears. For this case,
the variation of the median stress drop values is within the error bars
obtained from bootstrap resampling. We can, therefore, explain an
increasing stress drop with depth equally well by decreasing attenu-
ation (increasing Q) with depth. Note also that uncertainties in earth-
quake depth are usually large. Depending on the location method
and number of traces used to estimate the depth, the uncertainty is
typically a few kilometres for the Swiss catalogue but may be as
large as ±10 km in worse cases. In our study, we use the available
catalogue depth, however, a refined determination of the hypocen-
tral depth of all events could reveal further details of the lateral
variations discussed below.

Last but not least, we now investigate and interpret lateral varia-
tions in Brune stress drop across Switzerland. Fig. 16 shows stress

drop estimates projected onto individual event location and inter-
polated by applying a median filter over the closest four events.
We observe significant lateral variations of stress drop: areas of
relatively higher stress drop are concentrated to the North and the
South, for example, in the area around Basel, the Rhine graben and
North of Lake Constance. The most striking feature is a lower stress
drop band following the northern edge of the Alpine deformation
front. This relative pattern of low and high stress drops is very sta-
ble and does not change by a modification of processing parameters
or between the two different processing methods. In fact, we still
observe the same pattern when assuming a depth-independent Q in
Method 2 (Fig. 16b).

The isolated source spectra obtained using Method 1 may still
contain some near-source attenuation, which cannot be separated
easily from the source. One possibility to correct for near-source
attenuation is to use a spatially varying empirical correction as
in Allmann & Shearer (2007). However, the event population in
Switzerland is too sparse to apply this approach. The observed lat-
eral stress drop variations may, therefore, also be affected by so far
unaccounted lateral variations in attenuation near the source. Unfor-
tunately, a 3-D model of intrinsic attenuation does not yet exist for
Switzerland. Such a model could be inverted using a tomographic
approach (see, e.g. Schurr et al. 2003; Edwards et al. 2008).

In any case, the robust relative lateral variations that we observe
with both methods show a band of lower stress drop values along
the main Alpine deformation front (front of the Helvetic nappe,
Fig. 16). It may be possible that the observed band of low stress
drops could either be associated with higher pore pressures along
the thrust fronts, or it could be a sign for variations in differen-
tial stress. Coupling stress drop to differential stress can explain
observed stress drop reductions in the presence of strong pore pres-
sure increases during a hydraulic stimulation (Goertz-Allmann et al.
2011b; Goertz-Allmann & Wiemer 2013). On the other hand, dif-
ferent faulting regimes have different levels of differential stress,
which gives rise to variations in b-value (Schorlemmer & Wiemer
2005). For this reason, we compare our stress drop results with the
stress orientations in Switzerland obtained from the World Stress
Map (Fig. 17, Heidbach et al. 2008). Many data points in the swiss
part of the World Stress Map stem from moment tensor inversions
of Kastrup et al. (2004), which includes some of the events of our

file:www.world-stress-map.org
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study. Moment tensor inversion for central Switzerland indicate a
dominance of strike-slip events, as can be seen on the World Stress
Map for Switzerland (Fig. 17). However, there is no clear regional
clustering of the present-day stress regimes that would facilitate a
comparison with the stress drop results. Therefore, we see no ob-
vious correlation of stress drop values with faulting regime that
would point to a connection between stress drop and differential
stress. However, the lack of correlation can also partly be explained
by the very uneven distribution of stress data, as well as by the very
heterogeneous distribution of present-day stress regimes in Switzer-
land. Despite the lack of direct correlation with stress orientation
in Fig. 17, a visual correlation of low stress drop with the main de-
formation fronts is evident, and, therefore, we speculate that some
tectonic causes must be at play to produce the observed stress drop
patterns.

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

We estimate source properties of small to moderate earthquakes
in Switzerland from isolated source spectra using two indepen-
dent spectral analysis methods, a data-driven method and a model-
dependent method. An initial discrepancy of absolute stress drop
values between the two methods can be attributed to a trade-off be-
tween attenuation and source and provides evidence for a frequency-
dependent attenuation in Switzerland. This evidence is further af-
firmed by results of a synthetic test.

Despite the high scatter in individual stress drop estimates, ro-
bust features in the data show (1) an increase of stress drop with
hypocentral depth, which may also be explained by a decrease of
attenuation with depth, and (2) lateral variations of stress drop with
higher values in northern Switzerland and lower values along the
Alpine deformation front. However, we do not see an obvious cor-
relation of our stress drop results with stress orientations in Switzer-
land. The latter would be evidence for a relation between stress drop
and differential stress.

An important aspect for seismic hazard assessment in Switzer-
land is the question about scaling between small and large earth-
quakes. While we cannot exclude the possibility of a non-constant
scaling relation, we find that our data do not provide sufficient ev-
idence of such a scaling and the possible causes of bias are too
large.
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